University Sing & Sooner Scandals Pairing Guidelines & Off Limits Lists

(Based on organization pairings for University Sing 2015, Scandals 2016, University Sing 2016)
Pairing Guidelines

1. **Pairings cannot contain organizations that have been together for the previous 4 academic calendar years for the that particular event.** (Example: organization Alpha has been paired with organizations Beta, Gamma, Delta, and Epsilon for Sooner Scandals 2012-2016 respectively. For next year’s Scandals show, organization Alpha cannot pair with any of those four organizations.)

2. **Pairings cannot contain organizations that have been paired together for the previous year in the adjacent production for which they are pairing.** (Example: organization Alpha was paired with organization Zeta for the 2015-2016 U-sing performance. For the 2016-2017 Scandals performance, organization Alpha cannot pair with organization Zeta.)

3. **Pairings cannot contain organizations that are paired with each other for both U-Sing and Scandals in the same academic calendar year.** (Example: organization Alpha is paired with organization Iota for the 2016-2017 U-sing performance. Organization Alpha cannot be paired with organization Iota for the 2016-2017 Scandals performance.)

Only organizations who pair together and audition for the staged show will be added to an organization’s off limits list – if organizations pair, but don’t complete an audition, they will not be added to the organization’s off limits list.

Organizations who do not follow these pairing guidelines will not be permitted to audition for the production in which the guidelines have been violated.